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Considering variable density effect on mixing enhancement is inherently existed in
application of scramjet, the intrinsic coupling mechanism between variable density
characteristic and mixing is still unknown. In this paper, a canonical variable density
(VD) mixing protocol that is shock bubble interaction (SBI) abstracted from supersonic
streamwise vortex, is studied by comparing with a counterpart of passive scalar (PS)
mixing. A concrete vortex is formed for both VD and PS case expect that mixing
of maximum concentration from vortical stretching decays much faster in VD than
in PS case regardless of the shock Mach number concerned. By investigating the
azimuthal velocity that stretches the bubble, besides the quasi-Lamb-Oseen type
velocity distribution in PS case, a local accelerated stretching relating to secondary
barcolinic vorticity in VD SBI explains the faster mixing enhancement and the increase of
local mixing rate. Based on secondary baroclinic vorticity production, the fundamental
mechanism of the additional accelerated stretching is modelled by inertial velocity
difference between shocked light gas bubble and shocked heavy ambient air. Through
combining the baroclinic accelerated stretching model and initial compression from
shock, a new defined mixing time of VD SBI, t˜∗m, is theoretically proposed based on
solving advection-diffusion equation under the local accelerated azimuthal velocity. The
proposed mixing time further shows well prediction of mixing enhancement behavior
in the range of Re = 3000 ∼ 105 and Pe = 1500 ∼ 5 × 104. A density stratification
distribution is raised accordingly from density inertial effect to control the mixing
time behavior which implies the novel method for mixing enhancement of supersonic
streamwise vortex.
Key words: Authors should not enter keywords on the manuscript, as these must
be chosen by the author during the online submission process and will then be added
during the typesetting process (see http://journals.cambridge.org/data/relatedlink/jfm-
keywords.pdf for the full list)
1. Introduction
A central question in any combustion device involved mixing enhancement is the
satisfactory prediction of time that takes fuel to a well-mixed extent. Among all com-
bustion propulsion concerned, the mixing control in supersonic flows such as scramjet
is the notorious challenging problem for its complexity of the compressible flow field
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and only millisecond time for mixing. Since the idea of shock enhancing mixing is first
proposed by Marble et al. (1989), great process has been made to utilize streamwise
vortex formed from the baroclinic vorticity production through shock jet interaction
to enhance mixing in supersonic flow (Waitz et al. 1993). The streamwise vortex not
only solves the disadvantage of mixing decrease of parallel fuel injection from Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability at high convective Mach number (Curran et al. 1996), but also
have the potential to shorten the length of the scramjet combustor (Chan 2010) due to
the rapid mixing rate it brings. Thus, understanding the effect of supersonic streamwise
vortex on mixing offers the scientific basis for engineer to design the optimal vortex
structures or minimize the length of combustor.
Studying the mixing behavior and its enhancement mechanism under the supersonic
streamwise vortex suffer from the complexity of flow structure such as shock wave
structures and density gradient between fuel and ambient air etc (Urzay 2018). Thus
passive mixing and pseudo-combustion behavior in the flow field of an ideal Lamb-Oseen
type vortex is pioneeringly studied by Marble (1985). Unsteady mixing process as well
as diffusion flame growth is the combined effect of advection and diffusion controlling
by the defined Pelect number Pe = Γ/D , where Γ is circulation of a point vortex
and D is the diffusivity of scalar involved. Cetegen & Mohamad (1993) conducted
a series of experimental study in water to produce a single two-dimensional vortex
with scalar concentration. The mixing indicator ‘mixedness’ is proposed to study the
mixing enhancement extent. Results show that mixedness grows linearly with the total
circulation of the vortex, and the scalar dissipation follows this trend as well. Further
analysis found the derivative relationship between mixedness and scalar dissipation.
Sequel to water medium study, Basu et al. (2007) computationally studied the scalar
mixing in the gaseous laminar line vortex. Empirical correlations considering the variable
temperature ratio, circulation strength and time of interaction was built. A systematic
research of mixing time in a point vortex is further extended by Meunier & Villermaux
(2003) who theoretically points out the important dependence of mixing time to decay
a passive scalar on 1/3 scaling of Pe number. The first DNS simulation of passive scalar
mixing in vortex ring is conducted by Sau & Mahesh (2007). The optimal mixing obtained
from vortex ring is also confirmed when the vortex grows to pinch-off status (Gharib et al.
1998). It can find that such simple passive scalar mixing protocol offers ample phenomena
that is resolvable to a near-exact solution, which attracts plenty of top researchers and
gains deeper insight of stretching enhanced diffusion characteristic of mixing (Villermaux
2019).
Although augmentation of mixing from theory of passive scalar has been applied in
design of lobed mixer (Waitz et al. 1997) and it derives the alternative strut mixer
that generates multiple streamwise vortices (Vergine et al. 2016), it is noteworthy that
the intrinsic compressible effect (Tew et al. 2004) and variable density effect (Schetz
et al. 2010), which makes questionable application of mixing time estimation directly.
In order to simplify the steamwise vortex production from a shocked variable density
jet, Yang et al. (1994) proposed that the steady three dimensional jet shock interaction
can be analogy to a simple two-dimensional unsteady shock bubble interaction (SBI for
short) under the slender body approximation (Marble et al. 1989). More precisely, if
supersonic inflow is high enough (Ma > 3) that the spanwise velocity is much smaller
than the streamwise velocity, the dynamics of spanwise flow can be related to the two-
dimensional shock bubble interaction. Furthermore, shock bubble interaction (Ranjan
et al. 2011) is a canonical problem of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) (Brouillette
2002), which a fascinating research field to investigate the fundamental variable density
mixing enhancement mechanism in such shock accelerated flows. It seems that SBI is a
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Reference case dimeionless mixing time mixing behavior
Niederhaus et al. (2008) Air-He(Ma=1.22-3) u′1t/R =10 well-mixed
N2-Ar(Ma=1.33-3.38) u
′
1t/R =15 partially-mixed
Air-Kr(Ma=1.2-3) u′1t/R =12 well-mixed
Vorobieff et al. (1998) Air-SF6(Ma=1.2) u
′
1t/λ =8 well-mixed
Kumar et al. (2005) Air-SF6(Ma=1.2) c0t/R =50 well-mixed
Jacobs (1992) Air-He(Ma=1.2) Γ
2
3D
2
3 t/D2 <0.25 well-mixed
Tomkins et al. (2008) Air-SF6(Ma=1.2) Γ
2
3D
2
3 t/D2 <0.36 partially-mixed
Table 1. The mixing behavior of shock accelerated flows from different literatures under
different dimensionless time.
suitable research target to study the mixing behavior from a vortex under the condition
of compressible and variable density environment.
After shock passage of a bubble, baroclinicity vorticity is formed by the misalignment
of density gradient and pressure gradient, which enhances mixing between the density
inhomogeneity (Zabusky 1999). Delicate vortex formation and mixing evolution appears
in the shock bubble interaction (Ranjan et al. 2008). Despite of such simple initial
conditions, the wealthy physical phenomena still occur and have attracted top researchers
to study by means of numerical (Quirk & Karni 1996) and experimental (Layes et al.
2003) ways. The secondary vortex ring in the shock light bubble interaction (Ranjan
et al. 2007) and the turbulence behavior at late time after shock impacts on the heavy
bubble (Ranjan et al. 2005; Niederhaus et al. 2008) are found continuously. Moreover, due
to the characteristic of vortex structure, lots of concentration is put on the circulation
model building in the study of SBI (Picone & Boris 1988; Yang et al. 1994; Samtaney &
Zabusky 1994; Niederhaus 2007).
As for the mixing of SBI in view of vortex, two important characteristic of mixing
behaviors are studied. The first is to measure the extent of stirring mixing due to the
vortex stretching such as mass fraction contour area and the rate of the material stretch-
ing line. The mass fraction contour area are experimentally measured by PLIF (Jacobs
1992). The mixing is still thought controlled by the dimensionless time, Γ
2
3D
2
3 t/D2,
proposed from passive scalar mixing (Marble 1985). As the circulation and diffusivity
grows, the mixing due to vortex will happen in a faster rate before dimensionless time
of 0.25. The stretching rate of the material line contour (Yang et al. 1993) are pervasive
methods to render the spatial mixing measurement and presents the exponent growth
of material line at the incipient stage after shock. However, the material line contour
is valid and the material stretching rate is appropriate only when the boundary of the
mass fraction contour is clear to recognize (Kumar et al. 2005) after c0t/R > 50 (c0 is
the sound speed and R is the radius of bubble). The second is to measure the extent of
the molecular diffusion mixing in the present of the vortex formed by shock impact. The
scalar dissipation caused by concentration gradient (Tomkins et al. 2008) are examined in
SBI mixing by detailed PLIF measurement. The stable region such as bridge structures
are found to be the high mixing rate contributor. Interestingly, the unstable region such
as vortex formed after shock impact and secondary instabilities offer less mixing than
the stable region due to the high strain in bridge structure. Mixing time is also estimated
by the theory proposed by Marble (1985) and is concluded that mixing continues inside
the theoretical prediction. Table.1 summarizes the mixing behavior of different cases
from different literature of shock accelerated flows. It can find that definition of mixing
time that is widely accepted and well-predictable is absent in such shock accelerated
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variable density flows. Dimensionless timescale used is only to remark the process of
mixing evolution, which lacks the fundamental expression of mixing behavior. Even for
the mixing time raised by Marble (1985) and Meunier & Villermaux (2003) fails to predict
mixing time of concentration decay, which will be discussed in this paper. We will show
that it is the coupling between variable density and mixing as well as shock compression
(Giordano & Burtschell 2006) that count for the underlying mixing mechanism, which
offers a well-posed mixing time from a theoretical model.
In short summary, the study of coupling between flow structures and mixing process, as
the core characteristic of variable density mixing, is still lacking in shock accelerated flows
such as shock bubble interaction. In this paper, we are devoted to understanding and
revealing the unsteady mixing formation and the effect of secondary baroclinic vorticity
on variable density mixing. Through focusing on shock Helium bubble interaction with
a wide range of shock Mach number from 1.22 to 4, a variable density SBI and passive
scalar SBI is compared for the first time to show the importance of secondary baroclinic
vorticity, which is ubiquitous in variable density flows, on mixing enhancement in SBI. A
theoretical model for mixing time prediction is proposed accordingly. Our results provide
insights into the nature and mechanisms of RM mixing on general and yield the direction
for the prediction of well-mixed state in supersonic flows.
The organization of present paper is as follows: the governing equations and numerical
validation are introduced in Section 2. The vortex formation after shock impact on
the bubble and mixing process of both VD SBI and PS SBI are examined in Section
3. In Section 4, the mechanism of mixing of accelerated stretching are built on the
secondary baroclinic vorticity production. Based on the analysis on the baroclinicity,
the characteristic time for mixing enhancement is derived for both PS SBI and VD SBI
in Section 5. Dependence of mixing time on Re number and Sc number is investigated
in Section 6. Moreover, a density stratification strategy that delays the mixing time is
proposed and validated also in Section 6.
2. Description of the problem and numerical approach
In this section, the governing equations and numerical method are introduced. By
comparing to the recent canonical experiment results by Haas & Sturtevant (1987), the
numerical method is validated. Then the important formation of initial conditions and
mesh resolution of cases studied in this paper are offered in detail.
2.1. Governing equations and numerical method
The governing equation in this paper is compressible Navier-Stokes equations with
multiple components, which is expressed in the two-dimensional as follow:
∂U
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
+
∂G
∂y
=
∂Fv
∂x
+
∂Gv
∂y
(2.1)
Where vector U is the conserved term, and vectors F,G and Fv, Gv represent convection
and diffusion terms repetitively. The vector is given by
U = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρE, ρY1, · · · ρYNS−1]T
F = [ρ, ρu2 + p, ρuv, (ρE + p)u, ρ1u, · · · ρNS−1u]T
G = [ρ, ρuv, ρv2 + p, (ρE + p)v, ρ1v, · · · ρNS−1v]T
Fv = [0, τxx, τxy, uτxx + vτxy − qx,−ρD1 ∂Y1∂x , · · · − ρDNS−1 ∂YNS−1∂x ]T
Gv = [0, τxy, τyy, uτxy + vτyy − qy,−ρD1 ∂Y1∂y , · · · − ρDNS−1 ∂YNS−1∂y ]T
(2.2)
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ρ, p, E represents the mixtures density, pressure and the total energy per unit mass
respectively, u, v is the speed component of the mixture, ρi and Yi are the density and
mass fraction of the ith component. The viscous tensor τ and heat flux q are defined as
follows: 
τxx =
2
3µ
(
2∂u∂x − ∂v∂y
)
τyy =
2
3µ
(
2∂v∂y − ∂u∂x
)
τxy = µ
(
∂u
∂y +
∂v
∂x
) ; qx = λ∂T∂x + ρ
∑NS
i=1Dihi
∂Yi
∂x
qy = λ
∂T
∂y + ρ
∑NS
i=1Dihi
∂Yi
∂y
(2.3)
Where T is the temperature and h is the specific enthalpy, µ, λ is the dynamic vis-
cosity and thermal conductivity of the mixed gas, given by the Wike’s semi-empirical
formula (Gupta et al. 1989). For high-speed flow numerical simulations, mass diffusion
can be simplified by ignoring pressure and temperature diffusion, and its assumed to be
constant with different components:
Di = D =
µ
ρSc
. (2.4)
In this paper, it is assumed that the Schmidt number is constant as Sc = 0.5 (Gupta
et al. 1989). For thermal conductivity λ is calculated from Prandtl number as Pr = 0.72
(Houim & Kuo 2011). In order to close the system of equations, the equation of ideal gas
state is needed:
p = ρRuT
NS∑
i=1
Yi
Mi
(2.5)
Where Ru is the ideal gas constant and Mi is the molar mass of the ith component. The
total energy E is given by:
E =
NS∑
i=1
Yi
(
h0fi +
ˆ T
T0
Cpi
Mi
dT
)
− p
ρ
+
1
2
(
u2 + v2
)
(2.6)
Where h0fi is heat generated by the component i at the reference temperature T0.
The pressure specific heat value Cpi is fitted by the following temperature-dependent
polynomial function:
Cpi = Ru
(
a1i + a2iT + a3iT
2 + a4iT
3 + a5iT
4
)
(2.7)
Where the coefficients a1i, · · · , a5i can be obtained from the NASA thermochemical
polynomial fit coefficient data (Kee et al. 1991). After the mathematical model is non-
dimensionalized, finite volume method is used for discretion. Time is marched by using
the third-order TVD Runge-Kutta method (Gottlieb & Shu 1998); convection terms are
discretized using the fifth-order WENO scheme (Liu et al. 1994; Jiang & Shu 1996), while
viscous terms are discretized by using the central difference method.
2.2. Flow description and numerical validation
In this paper, particular attention will focus on experiment conduct by Haas &
Sturtevant (1987) where He gas cylinder encounters a weak shock with Mach number
1.22. The two dimensional compressible NS equation is utilized to simulate in the same
initial conditions. The same simulation has been conducted by Quirk & Karni (1996).
The initial interface of the bubble is smoothed similarly by a diffuse interfacial transition
layer(ITL) (Gupta et al. 2003) with finite thickness to impede the development of spurious
vortices (Niederhaus et al. 2008). The Gaussian distribution of mass fraction of He gas is
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(a) Initial conditions (b) Gaussian distribution of boundary
Figure 1. Initial conditions of validation of experiment by Haas & Sturtevant (1987).
Figure 2. Comparison between schlieren of experiment (top) and simulation (bottom).
Nomenclature: incident shock (IS); transmitted shock (TS); reflected rarefaction wave (RR);
Mach stem (MS); re-transmitted shock (RS); air jet (AJ). The inconsistency of the transmitted
shock in Fig.1(a) is caused by the gas contamination in the experiment (Quirk & Karni 1996).
(a)32µs (b)62µs (c)82µs (d)472µs (e)647µs (f)983µs.
given at the boundary as in Eq.2.8. The initial conditions are represented in Fig.1. In this
validation simulation, the computational spacing ∆x = ∆y = 4× 10−4m is considered.
YHe(r) =

Ymax r 6 Rc
Ymaxe
−α[(r−Rc)/δ]2 Rc < r 6 Rc + δ
0 r > Rc + δ
(2.8)
The numerical schlieren are compared with experiment results conducted by Haas and
Sturtevant as shown in Fig.2. As illustrated in Fig.2(a), incident shock wave propagates
at a lower speed than the transmitted shock wave for the higher sonic speed in the lower
density gas than in the air. The transmitted shock wave have a curvature so as to keep
connection with the outer incident shock by a precursor wave (Henderson et al. 1991).
In Fig.2(a), the incident shock has a regular shock reflection at the cylinder interface for
the angle of the incidence is lower than critical angle and a Mach reflection happens later
as demonstrated in Fig.2(b). The cylindrical bubble encounters a compression because of
the high pressure behind the incident shock. Refracted shock will retransmitted to air and
leave the cylinder interface at 62µs as illustrated in Fig.2(c). Fig.2(d-f) show the cylinder
deformation at intermediate and late time. An air jet is formed shown in Fig.2(d) which
comes close to the downstream interface of the bubble at late time and the gas cylinder
evolutes into a vortex pair as shown in Fig.2(e,f). The x, t diagram for the He bubble
case is shown in Fig.3 and a comparison with experiment of Haas & Sturtevant (1987)
and simulation of Quirk & Karni (1996) is made in Table.2. The discrepancy in refracted
shock in bubble is caused by the gas contamination in the experiment (Picone & Boris
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position(m)
tim
e
(µs
)
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.30
200
400
600
800
Upstream Edge (UE)
Air Jet (AJ)
Downstream Edge (DE)
Incident Shock (IS)
Refracted Shock (RS)
Transmitted Shock (TS)
Figure 3. The x, t diagram of different characteristics of shock He cylinder interaction. The
abbreviations are listed in Fig.2.
Velocity(m/s) IS RS TS UE DE AJ Vortex
Num 429 1010 392 185 134 207 145
Exp-HS87 410 900 393 170 145 230 128
Num-QK96 422 943 377 178 146 227 -
Error 4.6% 12% -0.2% 8.8% -7.5% -9% 13%
Table 2. A comparison of the computed velocities for the He cylinder case with those
measured in experiment conducted by Haas & Sturtevant (1987); for notation, see Fig.2
1988), which is also indicated in Fig.2(a). From the comparison, excellent agreement with
experiment is contained in general.
2.3. Initial conditions and mesh independence study
In the following study, the bubble radius (D = 5mm) is 10 times less than the one in the
experiment of Haas & Sturtevant (1987) due to the less calculating time. Meanwhile, the
influence of bubble diameter has been studied by Levy et al. (2003) whose results show
that the vortex dynamics is bubble radius independent, which supports present study as
well. Also, the radius is much more larger than the range that viscous effect dominates as
studied by Wang et al. (2018). The bubble is pure helium without contamination of air
in order to show the mixing at the beginning of the interaction. Five shock Mach cases
(from Ma=1.22 to Ma=4) are simulated in this paper and parameters are represented in
Table.3. The initial interface of the bubble is smoothed similarly by a diffuse interfacial
transition layer (ITL). And, due to the shock reflect from the top wall will influence the
bubble formation and mixing process, we mainly focus on the mixing mechanism from
the once shocked interface at a shock-free environment. Thus, the interpolation boundary
conditions is chosen at the top and two side of the computational domain. The centerline
is chosen as the symmetry boundary condition to decrease the computational burden. The
calculation domain in the streamwise direction L = 32R (R is the radius of the bubble) is
longer than other studies in order to find the long time evolution of bubble deformation
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Ma P ′1(Pa) T
′
1(K) u
′
1(m/s) Wt(m/s)
1.22 159036.9 334.06 114.71 1121.89
1.8 366015.0 448.28 356.58 1400.00
2.4 663791.3 596.87 568.31 1678.08
3 1046646.5 783.41 764.11 1958.78
4 1873802.9 1182.91 1074.53 2439.15
Table 3. Parameters of different shock Mach number including post-shock pressure P ′1,
post-shock temperature T ′1 and lab-frame speeds Wt of the transmitted shock wave, respectively
calculated from one-dimension of aerodynamics.
Figure 4. Grid dependence study of mass fraction of He at t = 65.6µs. (a) ∆ = 7.5× 10−5m;
(b) ∆ = 4× 10−5m; (c) ∆ = 2.5× 10−5m; (d) ∆ = 1× 10−5m
Figure 5. Mixedness result of different mesh resolution.
and mixing growth. The calculation domain in the spanwise direction H = 3R that is
sufficient to avoid the wave that reflect from the upper side of the domain.
Four kinds of mesh resolutions are used which is ∆ = 7.5 × 10−5m; ∆ = 4 × 10−5m;
∆ = 2.5×10−5m and ∆ = 1×10−5m to simulate the Ma=1.22 shock interacting with the
pure He bubble. The contours of mass fraction of He from different mesh are presented
in Fig.4, which shows that the best simulation comparing with the most dense mesh is
the Mesh-3 whose resolution is chosen in the following study. The quantified parameter
that is concerned in this paper is circulation Γ whose definition is shown as Eq.2.12. The
circulation from four resolution is shown in Fig.5. It can be found that Mesh-3 is nearly
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the same as the most dense Mesh-4, which also confirms the robust of Mesh-3 in this
study.
2.4. Initial conditions for passive scalar SBI
In this study, passive scalar is set to be compared with origin SBI, i.e., the variable
density case. The difficulties to set passive scalar SBI is maintaining the same circulation,
compression and diffusivity as the SBI cases expect that the density is desired to be same
as the ambient shocked air to illustrate the effect of passive scalar mixing. In that case,
density effect can be nearly ignored during vortex grows and mixing turns to be level-1
mixing as indicated by Dimotakis (2005). However, if a passive scalar bubble is set before
the shocked impact, the no vorticity will be deposited along the bubble for the absence
of density gradient between bubble and ambient air, which is essential for baroclinic
vorticity production. Thus, a natural selection is to artificially make the bubble mass
component equal to air to increase the density of bubble immediately after shock impact
but with small amount of scalar to reflect the passive scalar mixing:
Y PSHe = Y
V D
He × 0.0001,
Y PSO2 = (1− Y PSHe )× 0.233,
Y PSN2 = (1− Y PSHe )× 0.767.
(2.9)
If set pressure and temperature same as the VD SBI case:{
PPS = PV D,
TPS = TV D.
(2.10)
then density of bubble will rise to the value similar to the air as shown in Fig.6:
ρPS =
PPS
RgTPS
≈ ρair and Rg = Ru
NS∑
i=1
Y PSi
Mi
(2.11)
This set of values of p, ρ, T and Yi composes the initial conditions for passive scalar
SBI. The calculation of diffusivity of passive scalar bubble is introduced separately in
Appendix.A to meet the requirement of the same level of diffusivity with variable density
bubble. NS equation is then solved by the same by as introduced in Section 2.1. The flow
will evolve without evident density gradient along the bubble concentration. Due the fact
that passive scalar mixing obeys advection diffusion equations (Villermaux 2019) that is
different from species transport in NS equations, we prove that if the density gradient can
be eliminated, the species transport equation can be degenerated to advection diffusion
equations that offers the basis for studying the passive scalar mixing of SBI. The detailed
proof can be found in Appendix.B.
In order to check whether circulation and compression is the same as variable density
cases, circulation and compression rate is compared between PS SBI and VD SBI as
shown in Fig.7. Circulation is calculated as:
Γ =
ˆ
YHe<0.01Ymax
ωdA and ω = ∇× ~u (2.12)
and compression rate is calculated as (Giordano & Burtschell 2006):
η =
´ VdV
V0
(2.13)
where V is the volume fraction of bubble. For initial volume of PS bubble V0, it is
calculated as the same way by decreasing mass fraction of Helium multiplied by 0.0001.
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Figure 6. Initial condition for passive scalar SBI at t = 7.2µs of Ma=2.4 case.
t(µs)
Γ(m
2 /s
)
100 101 1020
0.5
1
1.5
2
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3
3.5
4 Ma=1.22
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Ma=2.4
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Ma=4
(a) Circulation of PS and VD.
t(µs)
η(-
)
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 700.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1 Ma=1.22
Ma=1.8
Ma=2.4
Ma=3
Ma=4
(b) Compression rate of PS and VD
Figure 7. Comparison of circulation and compression rate of PS and VD SBI for different cases.
It can be found that circulation and compression are controlled before studying the variable
density effect on mixing behavior.
From Fig.7, it can found that higher shock Mach number leads to the higher circulation
and lower compression rate, which agrees with the common sense. The circulation and
compression for both PS SBI and VD SBI are nearly the same, which controls the system
parameters expect for density. The fluctuation of circulation magnitude at late time
especially for high Mach number is because the boundary which is chosen based on the
mass fraction threshold contains the negative vorticity forms from the slipstream of triple
point of Mach stem.
3. Faster mixing time in VD SBI
In this section, the temporal evolution of bubble after shock impact (Ma=2.4) for
both VD and PS SBI is firstly introduced. Then, the behavior of the canonical mixing
indicators, i.e., scalar dissipation (note for χ) and normalized maximum concentration
Y during the formation of vortex after shock passage is also examined to show the
general relationship between vortex and mixing, and the differences between VD and PS
cases. Based on the time history of scalar dissipation and maximum concentration, VD
SBI mixing is always faster than PS SBI mixing. Under the same circulation strength,
compression rate and diffusivity, this faster mixing time of VD SBI is defined.
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TSAJ
MV
MS
Br
RS
VBL
TP
TB
VBL SS
Br
MV
SV1
SV1
SV2 SV2
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Density [kg/m3]
Vorticity [1/s]
Figure 8. Density contour (up) and Vorticity contour (bottom) of Ma=2.4 VD SBI case. Dashed
dot line is the iso-line of YHe = 1%Y
0
max (Y
0
max = 1). TP: triple point; AJ: air jet; TS: transmitted
shock; MV: main vortex; RS: relfected shock; MS: mach stem; Br: bridge; VBL: vortex bi-layer;
TB: trailling bubble; SS: slip stream; SV1 and SV2: secondary vortex 1 and secondary vortex
2. (a) t = 7.2µs; (b) t = 13.2µs; (c) t = 27.6µs; (d) t = 42µs; (e) t = 69.6µs; (f) t = 88.2µs.
3.1. Temporal evolution of bubble morphology
In different strength shock impact on bubble, the evolution of bubble morphology is
generally similar with little difference. Here, the bubble evolution of after the impact of
shock Mach number equal to 2.4 of both VD SBI and PS SBI are examined in details.
For shock related structures, after shock impact, due to the low density in the bubble,
the transmitted shock moves faster than the incident shock which leads the complicated
shock waves structures such as Mach stem and triple points as shown in Fig.8 (a) and
(b). The slipstream forms from the triple points as shown in Fig.8 (c) and evolutes to the
secondary vortex as shown in in Fig.8 (d-f). However, in two dimensional shock bubble
interaction, secondary vortex will not influence the main vortex grow.
As for bubble deformation, due to that the upstream edge of bubble moves faster than
the post shock air velocity due to the one dimension shock dynamics, which is also the
inertial effect of lighter bubble moving faster after shock impact, the air jet penetrates
the bubble and connects with the downstream edge of the bubble, which forms the bridge
structures that occurs reported by Tomkins et al. (2008). After bubble was stirred by
vortex, a trailing bubble is attached after main vortex and gradually stirred by main
vortex as illustrated by Fig.8(c-d). Finally, the bubble informs into the vortex shape as
indicated by Fig.8(e) and (f). One thing can be noted that the low density region is closed
related to the Helium concentration (shown as the dashed dot contour line in the lower
part of Fig.8). After shock, the flow can be assumed as incompressible variable density
flow, then the mass fraction is only the function of density Y = Y (ρ) (Weber et al. 2012):
1
ρ
=
Y
ρ1
+
1− Y
ρ2
⇒ ∇Y = ρ1ρ2
ρ2 − ρ1
∇ρ
ρ2
(3.1)
From this equation, it can find that when mixing is happening, the bubble density is
also increasing due to entrainment of ambient high density air. This leads to the core of
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Figure 9. Density contour (up) and Vorticity contour (bottom) of Ma=2.4 PS SBI case. Dashed
dot line is the iso-line of YHe = 1%Y
0
max (Y
0
max = 0.0001). TP: triple point; AJ: air jet; TS:
transmitted shock; MV: main vortex; RS: relfected shock; MS: mach stem; Br: bridge; TB:
trailling bubble; SS: slip stream; SV1 and SV2: secondary vortex 1 and secondary vortex 2;
MSV: merged secondary vortex. (a) t = 7.2µs; (b) t = 13.2µs; (c) t = 27.6µs; (d) t = 42µs; (e)
t = 69.6µs; (f) t = 88.2µs.
level-2 mixing that mixing changes the flow structures. Its effect will discuss in detail in
Section 4.
The main baroclinic vorticity is produced from the misalignment of density gradient
of bubble and pressure gradient from the shock which can be shown from the lower part
of Fig.8 (a). The penetration of air jet accumulates of the vorticity leading to the growth
of the main vortex. At the beginning of the vortex growth, the main vortex is relative
small trailing with the remaining bubble as shown in Fig.8 (b) and (c). During this
process, vortex begin to grow from absorbing the vorticity and entrain both bubble gas
and ambient air, which enhances the mixing. Finally, all vorticity are merged into a main
vortex and the trailing bubble structure and bridge structure disappear as shown in Fig.8
(d-f). During the main vortex growth process, there exists the vortex bi-layer structures
which defined as secondary baroclinic vorticity (SBV for short). This structures forms the
negative vorticity inside vortex. The formation of SBV will be analysed in Section 4. Aside
from the negative vorticity from SBV, another negative vorticity production originally
from the slip stream from the triple point. The secondary vortex 1 and secondary vortex
2 are formed (as pointed out in Fig.8), but will not influence mixing due to its position
outside the main vortex region. In order to avoid influence of vorticity from slip stream,
the circulation of the main vortex are calculated by detecting the vortex boundary that
is the mass fraction of He is larger than 0.01 as shown in Eq.2.12. The iso-line in Fig.8
shows that this boundary threshold can well capture the main vortex growth which
eliminate the secondary vortex that forms from the triple point of the Mach stem. As
found in Fig.7(a), the circulation is almost conservative after shock impact and the roll-up
process is directly linked to the circulation magnitude of the vortex.
Fig.9 shows temporary evolution of passive scalar SBI from perspective of both density
and vorticity dynamics. As for shock structures, the shock related structures are almost
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Figure 10. Normalized mass fraction (up) and scalar dissipation rate (bottom) of Ma=2.4 VD
SBI case. Moments captured are the same as those in Fig.8.
same as ones in VD cases. Also the slip stream induced secondary vortex occurs and
merges at late time of evolution. For density structure, the difference with VD cases
emerges. Due to the density is set similar to the density of air by decreasing the mass
fraction of Helimum, density distribution inside mixing region as surrounded by the iso-
line of concentration follows the vortex evolution but not mass fraction as in VD cases.
It follows the low density inside vortex due to the compressible vortex dynamics (Moore
and Pullin 1995) as shown in Fig.9(c-f).
For vorticity dynamics, it can find that main vortex still occurs in PS SBI case.
After the main baroclinic voriticity deposited along the side of bubble, merging and
accumulation of vorticity makes discrete vorticity forms into a whole vortex. However,
different from VD case, the SBV phenomena disappear in PS SBI case which infers
the variable density effect weak in PS SBI case as expected. Also, from Fig.7(a), the
circulation of PS cases is almost conservative after shock impact in all different shock
Mach number cases.
In summary, after shock interaction, both in VD and PS cases, the bubble grows into
a circulation conservative vortex, steadily moving downward and entrains with ambient
air that increases mixing. The main differences of VD and PS SBI cases lie in the
density distribution and secondary baroclinic vorticity production. For VD case, density
distribution is closely related to the mixing of Helium concentration. For PS case, vortex
dynamics determine the density evolution. SBV is produced in VD cases but not in PS
case, which will be further discussed in Section 4. In order to quantify the mixing rate
that during the vortex growth, next section starts with the mixing indicator of scalar
dissipation and concentration evolution of both PS and VD SBI.
3.2. Mixing characteristic of PS and VD SBI
As for mixing characteristic, a canonical mixing indicator is needed to define to study
how flow structures influence mixing performance. One should first check the advection-
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Figure 11. Normalized mass fraction (up) and scalar dissipation rate (bottom) of Ma=2.4 PS
SBI case. Moments captured are the same as those in Fig.9.
diffusion equation in NS equation:[
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇ −D∇2
]
Y (x, t) = 0 (3.2)
Thus the scalar energy 12Y
2(x, t) behavior can be obtained accordingly:[
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇ −D∇2
]
1
2
Y 2(x, t) = −D∇Y (x, t) · ∇Y (x, t) (3.3)
The right term of this equation is defined as scalar dissipation (SD for short) introduced
by Buch & Dahm (1996) and used by Tomkins et al. (2008) in the investigation of shock
bubble interaction are studied in this paper. Scalar dissipation indicates the mixing rate
of one flows. Here, the total scalar dissipation as a function of time is defined as the area
integral of the scalar dissipation and is normalized by the maximum mass fraction of He
in the flow domain at t = 0 (Shankar et al. 2011):
χ =
1
Y 0max
2
ˆ
∇Y · ∇Y dxdy (3.4)
Another mixing indicator is investigated in this study is the normalized maximum
concentration which is also used by Meunier & Villermaux (2003):
Y =
Ymax
Y 0max
(3.5)
When Y < 1, mixing time is reached, meaning that mixing turns from stretching
enhancement to quasi-equilibrium diffusion stage.
Fig.10 shows the temporal evolution of mass fraction of Helium and scalar dissipation
rate of variable density case. The general configuration of Helium mass fraction shows
the similarity with density evolution and scalar dissipation rate with intense mixing
concentrates on the edge of bubble and vortex. Fig.12(a) records the time history of
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integral scalar dissipation rate χ and normalized maximum mass fraction Y of both
variable density case and passive scalar case, which can compare with contour of mixing
properties in Fig.10. From Fig.12(a), three stages can be separated from line of χ. The
first stage the growth of scalar dissipation from Fig.10(a) to (b). Due to the stretching
of vortex, the bridge structure and bubble region is elongated and scalar dissipation
rate increase. After dissipation of bridge structure, the scalar dissipation rate begins to
decrease generally from Fig.10(b) to (d). In this stage, vortex gradually stretches the
reminding bubble. Local peak of χ is shown in Fig.12(a) during the decreasing stage.
The reason of this local peak can find in Fig.10(d), which is the trailing bubble stretched
by main vortex. From Fig.10(e) to (f), the main vortex has nothing to stretching and
mixing enters the steady diffusion stage as shown by the steady trend of χ at late time
in Fig.12(a). This steady mixing state can be regarded as the final ‘well-mixed’ state, in
which mixing no longer happens in the fast rate Weber et al. (2014).
From the normalized maximum Helium concentration, it can find that at increasing
and decreasing stage of χ, Y maintains 1 which means there still exists pure bubble left
to be stretched by main vortex. Also from Fig.10(a) to (c), the maximum iso-line of
Helium concentration is emphasised by the yellow line overlapped on contour of scalar
dissipation rate. The high scalar dissipation rate region is closely related to the maximum
concentration. After maximum concentration is stretched, the vortex enters the diffusion
controlling regime. This mutual verification relation between maximum concentration
and scalar dissipation is the key to model the mixing time as discussed in Section 5.
Fig.11 shows six snapshots of passive scalar SBI at the same time as variable density
case. In PS case, mixing is passively happen by vortex stirring and scalar diffusion. It
can find that scalar is stretched by the similar way as VD case such as bridge structure
and trailing bubble. However, mixing sustains much longer time in PS case than in VD
case, because much scalar hasn’t been stretched in Fig.11(d) comparing with nearly state
of VD case at the same time. Fig.12(a) also shows the time evolution of χ and Y of PS
SBI. One can find the similar trend of scalar dissipation χ of PS and VD case from 7.2µs
to 13.2µs. This means variable density effect on mixing hasn’t been serious in VD case.
However, after bridge structure is dissipated in VD case, a strong bridge still exits in
PS case as shown in Fig.11(b). It was not until at 27.6µs that bridge structure is nearly
dissipated by vortex in PS case. After this stretching of bridge structure, scalar dissipation
χ begin to decrease to the steady state in which vortex stirs most passive bubble and most
concentration has been stretched and dissipates away to ‘well-mixed’ state as shown in
Fig.11(e) and (f). In PS case, the maximum concentration of scalar is also closely related
to scalar dissipation. The yellow iso-line of maximum scalar concentration shows that
when maximum concentration begins to disappear, scalar dissipation rate enters the
steady diffusion stage.
In summary, several points are commonly shared in VD and PS case. The general trend
of scalar dissipation is both increasing at beginning and decreasing after dissipated bridge
structure to the steady state of ‘well-mixed’ stage at which maximum concentration begin
to decrease. The most evident difference between VD and PS case is faster mixing occurs
in VD case, and less air is entrained in main vortex than PS case. Maximum concentration
steeps into steady state in VD case much faster than the ones in PS case. This faster
mixing is mainly caused by variable density effect as explained in Section 4.
3.3. Faster decay of VD mixing for different shock Mach number
Fig.12 validates the similar growth trend in scalar dissipation χ and normalized
maximum concentration Y at different shock Mach number. The general trend of mixing
for higher shock Mach number is that mixing continues a shorter time for both variable
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Figure 12. Faster mixing time for VD SBI than PS SBI shown by scalar dissipation rate χ
defined in Eq.3.4 and maximum normalized mass fraction defined in Eq.3.5. For all figures,
hollow points represent VD case and solid points represent PS case. Green dashed lines show
the mixing time when Y = 0.97 is reached.
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tm(µs) Ma=1.22 Ma=1.8 Ma=2.4 Ma=3 Ma=4
VD case 184.1 72.1 40.3 30.7 22.2
PS case 292.2 128.3 74.1 53.1 39.5
Table 4. Mixing time of variable density and passive scalar cases when Y = 0.97 is reached.
Data are obtained from Fig.12.
density SBI and passive scalar SBI. Table.4 shows the mixing time for each cases whose
value are extracted from the green dash and dash dot lines of Fig.12. The insight reason
of Mach number dependency may well explained by compression effect in next section
and modelled in Section 5. All shows the growth-steady behavior of scalar dissipation χ
which is growth due to bridge structure stretching by vortex and steady status of vortical
diffusion mixing at late time. From the scalar dissipation lines in Fig.12 at high Mach
number of VD SBI, there is only one peak of scalar dissipation. However, at the low
Mach number, the scalar dissipation of VD SBI is becoming oscillating until the steady
diffusion mixing happens. This oscillation will be is mainly due to the several lobe mixing
happens for lower shock Mach number.
The decrease of maximum concentration Y faithfully tracks the beginning of steady
diffusion stage in both variable density case and passive scalar case. Fig.12 shows the
mixing time by green dashed lines (for variable density cases) and dash dot lines (for
passive scalar cases) when Y = 0.97. This shows the common point for different shock
number cases is variable density SBI mixing sustain a shorter time than passive scalar SBI
do. This may conclude that the introduction of variable density in the process of mixing
surely changes the mixing evolution and formation. Due to the faster mixing is related
to secondary baroclinic vorticity (SBV) production as shown in previous section, the
mechanism of this faster mixing phenomena for variable density mixing will be revealed
in next section.
4. Secondary baroclinic accelerated stretching of VD mixing
In this section, the mixing mechanism of both passive scalar and variable density cases
is revealed. Passive scalar SBI is firstly analyzed. The vortical stretching and compression
effect are two main mechanism of PS mixing. Except for this two mechanism, variable
density mixing is found closely related to the local acceleration of bridge structure by
secondary baroclinic voriticity production. The synchronous growth of scalar dissipation
and secondary baroclinic vorticity is found and explained. The variable density influence
is further explained by the inertial effect of light gas moving faster than heavier gas,
which guides a reduced model for baroclinic voriticity production and its acceleration for
stretching.
4.1. PS mixing mechanism: Vortical stretching mixing
Due to passive scalar mixing do not influence vortical flow formation, the mixing is
mainly controlled by vortex stretching as pointed out by Marble (1985) and Meunier
& Villermaux (2003). So the flow structure is essential for mixing. After shock impact,
passive scalar bubble obtains a transitional velocity close to post-shock velocity u′1. If one
set the ordinate on the moving vortex center (Shariff & Leonard 1992), the azimuthal
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Figure 13. PS SBI of Ma=2.4. (a) Motion of vortex center with time. (b) Azimuthal velocity
contour in the frame of vortex center at t = 13.2µs (b1), t = 27.6µs (b2), t = 42µs (b3)
and t = 69.6µs (b4). (c) Azimuthal velocity distribution of defined line captured in (b2)-(b4).
Velocity distribution of a Lamb-Oseen type vortex (see Eq.4.2) is plotted as dashed line.
velocity around vortex will be clear:
Vθ =
√
(u− Vv)2 + v2 (4.1)
in which u is the velocity of x direction and v is velocity of y direction in frame of
calculation. A more rigorous way to stand on vortex center is to calculate the transitional
velocity of vortex Vv ≈ 591.1m/s which is plotted and linearly fitted in Fig.13(a).
Fig.13(b) shows the azimuthal velocity contour and vector defined by u − Vv and v.
Also, iso-line of scalar dissipation rate that shows where mixing happens. From contour
of azimuthal velocity Vθ, it can find that velocity vector is mainly around vortex center
after vortex have formed as shown in Fig.13(b2) to (b4). In order to quantify the velocity
distribution, Fig.13(c) gives the Vθ at defined lines from three different moment. The
radical profiles of azimuthal velocity Vθ agrees well with that of the spiral of a Lamb-
Oseen vortex, which can be reduced to a point vortex model:
Vθ ≈ Γ
2pi(r + r0)
(4.2)
where Γ is the circulation of vortex and r0 = 0.000439m. From iso-lines of scalar
dissipation, mixing is mainly happens at region in accordance with the point vortex
model. The scalar is stretched by the vortex passively until diffusion stage. Thus, the
passive scalar SBI mixing time can be represented by three main factors:
tPSm = f(Γ,D , r) (4.3)
where circulation means stirring together with diffusion and distance between passive
scalar and vortex center.
As shown in Fig.14(a), higher Mach number leads to the shorter mixing time. It can
conclude that except for circulation deposited by shock impact, the area that needs to
be stirred is also important for determining when mixing becomes stable. As shown in
Fig.7(b), compression rate η for both PS cases and VD cases maintains lower value at
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Figure 14. (a) Time history of scalar dissipation rate for PS SBI with different shock Mach
number. (b) Isoline of bubble boundary of initial time to show the compression effect on initial
mixing region; (c) Final mixing region of PS SBI of different shock Mach number. For lower
shock Mach number, larger mixing region means longer mixing time.
higher shock Mach number. In VD SBI, compression rate is proposed and theoretically
modeled by Giordano & Burtschell (2006) and studied by Niederhaus (2007). In recent
study of Li et al. (2019), the mixedness is proportional to compression rate η and
proportion coefficient is the function of molar mass fraction of bubble and air, which
means compression has the potential effect on mixing. Here, due to the compression rate
of PS bubble is nearly same as VD bubble, the compression effect by shock impact is
believed to the the reason for shorter mixing time at higher shock Mach number. A
more intuitive explanation is the area of Helium iso-line of different shock Mach number
in Fig.14(b) and (c). The initial condition shows the bubble left for mixing decreases
obviously as shock Mach number is higher. At much later time, mixing region for stronger
shock casde is smaller, which validates the compression effect on mixing time. This shock
compression effect will be modelled in Section 5. Here, an implicit function of passive
scalar SBI mixing time concludes the main findings of this section:
tPSm = f(Γ,D , r, η) (4.4)
4.2. VD mixing mechanism: Additional SBV enhanced stretching
As shown in Section 3, mixing of passive scalar SBI persists longer than variable density
SBI. In order to find the difference, except for circulation stirring and compression effect
as analysed, between PS and VD case, same data treatment is applied in VD case as
shown in Fig.15. The vortex of VD cases translates nearly the same velocity as PS
case at Vv ≈ 605.7m/s as shown in Fig.15(a). Under the coordinate of vortex center,
the azimuthal velocity contours of VD case at four different moment are illustrated in
Fig.15(b1) to (b4) where legend is same as the one in PS case. Obvious difference focuses
on the much greater azimuthal velocity Vθ at bridge structure and region around vortex.
In Fig.15(c), this acceleration of velocity is clearly shown by radical profiles at defined
lines of Fig.15(b). As comparison, the velocity profile of defined lines in Fig.13(b) are
also contained. It can find that, the accelerated velocity at bridge structure is more
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Figure 15. VD SBI of Ma=2.4. (a) Motion of vortex center with time. (b) Azimuthal velocity
contour in the frame of vortex center at t = 13.2µs (b1), t = 27.6µs (b2), t = 42µs (b3) and
t = 69.6µs (b4). (c) Azimuthal velocity distribution of defined line captured in (b1) comparing
with azimuthal velocity distribution obtained from Fig.13. An acceleration of azimuthal velocity
in VD case is obvious.
than twice of velocity in passive scalar SBI. At distance far from acceleration region
where concentration of bubble is low, the azimuthal velocity returns to the model of
Lamb-Oseen vortex as displayed in Eq.4.2. From Section 2, we have known that there
produces secondary baroclinic vorticity around bridge structure. It can be inferred that
this acceleration is caused by the SBV which denoted as ∆V bθ :
V˜θ = Vθ +∆V
b
θ (4.5)
where V˜θ refers to azimuthal velocity in VD SBI. From iso-lines of scalar dissipation in
Fig.15(b), velocity acceleration mainly coincides with bubble structure, which means the
strong stretching happens. That explains the fast mixing in VD SBI than in PS SBI.
This accelerated azimuthal velocity reflects the intrinsic inertial density effect in VD
mixing, that the lighter gas responds faster as opposed to heavy gas, which implies the
asymmetric mixing behavior (Aslangil et al. 2020a).
Before investigating and modeling the faster mixing of VD SBI, the origin of this
azimuthal velocity acceleration needs to be studied, which is the origin of secondary
baroclinic vorticity. Here, one should check the vorticity generation mechanism which
enhances azimuthal velocity. It has been proven that after shock interaction, the main
circulation is conservative as shown in Section 2, which means that inside the mixing
region confined by the mass fraction contour, the shock induced baroclinic vorticity is
conservative. However, as found in contour of vorticity in VD case in Fig.8, there are
another kind of negative vorticity that is produced after shock. This structure are studied
firstly by Gupta et al. (2003) who defines this negative vorticity as ‘vortex bi-layer’. This
kind of ‘vortex bi-layer’ structure is formed from vortex accelerated secondary baroclinic
vorticity deposition (VAVD) as discovered by Peng et al. (2003) and Lee et al. (2006).
This secondary baroclinic vorticity production process in VD shock bubble interaction
is illustrated in Fig.16(b). The roll-up of vorticity that comes from the shock interaction
will inevitably come near by the interface of bubble where the density gradient of bridge
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Figure 16. Mechanism of secondary baroclinic vorticity production in VD SBI. (a) Synchronous
growth of opposite sign vorticty and scalar dissipation of Ma=2.4 case; (b) vorticity (up) and
scalar dissipation (bottom) at instant near t = tbaro (13.2µs).
structure exists. The roll-up process of vortex will accelerate the interface that leads to the
azimuthal acceleration d~Vθ/dt (Peng et al. 2003). If assuming negligible gravitational force
and incompressible flow, the acceleration of the fluid d~Vθ/dt is equal to −1/ρ∇p (Reinaud
et al. 2000). Due to the existence of the density gradient ∇ρ, the baroclinic vorticity
production will follow:
Dωb
Dt
=
1
ρ2
∇ρ×∇p = 1
ρ
d~Vθ
dt
×∇ρ (4.6)
It can also found that when SBV forms near the bridge structure of bubble, the local
scalar dissipation becomes strong as shown the lower part of Fig.16(b), which validates
previous explanation that SBV accelerates local azimuthal velocity and stronger stretch-
ing happen in VD SBI than in PS SBI. In Fig.16(b3), It can also find that, after
production of SBV, local baroclinic vorticity begin to decreases due to the fact that
mixing smearing the density gradient ∇ρ and reduces the production of SBV. In order
of convenience, the time of intense SBV existence is denoted as t = tb.
Further, integral effect of SBV on scalar dissipation is recorded in Fig.16(a). The
circulation in side mass fraction contour is decomposed into the positive and negative
part, which are both scaled with the conservation circulation Γ . Under the conservation
of circulation, the opposite sign vorticity grow at same time and in same magnitude.
A watershed of increase and decrease of scalar dissipation is the SBV peak at tb which
is termed as the red dashed line in Fig.16(a) corresponding to the middle contour of
Fig.16(b2) when the bridge structure forms. The overall synchronous growth of opposite
sign vorticty and scalar dissipation of Ma=2.4 case is obvious, which also validates the
source of addition stretching in VD SBI is SBV production not only at emergence of
bridge structure, but also at later mixing process.
Moreover, checking the baroclinic circulation growth of different shock strength, one
can found the general SBV growth and the synchronous growth of opposite sign vorticty
in all cases as shown in Fig.17(a). This also shows secondary baroclinic vortcitiy is not
produced from outer drive, but from inner level-2 variable density mixing process. Similar
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Figure 17. SBV circulation growth and SD growth in different Mach number cases.
to Ma=2.4 case, the synchronous growth of baroclinic circulation and scalar dissipation
rate are confirm as shown in Fig.17(b).
Based on the baroclinic vorticity dynamics as analyzed, the origin of acceleration
of stretching velocity ∆V bθ in variable density SBI of all Mach number cases can be
contributed to the production of secondary baroclinic vorticity ωb. Moreover, it can easily
derive the relation between baroclinic vorticity and its azimuthal velocity acceleration:
∂∆V bθ
∂r
∼ ωb (4.7)
The intense mixing of bridge structure is also found in shock heavy cylinder interac-
tions (Tomkins et al. 2008). The non-turbulent band of fluid is the most high level mixing
region, which is concluded as the stretching effect from the two vortices and contributes
40% mixing rate all over time. Tomkins et al. (2008) explains this high mixing rate as
high strain rate at bridge structure. In this study, dissipation of bridge structure of the
shock light bubble interaction is explained as addition stretching from SBV. As soon as
the SBV happens, the fast stretching of bridge structure makes the density gradient of
bridge structure decrease not like in the shock heavy bubble interaction where bridge
structure can sustain to offer mixing. Here, a further insight is found that the reason
of additional stretching of the bridge is mainly due to the secondary baroclinic vorticity
which is induced by the main vortex motion.
4.3. Inertial velocity difference model for azimuthal acceleration from SBV
After analysed the mechanism of azimuthal acceleration and secondary baroclinic
vorticity production, this part focuses on a reduced order model for SBV production
ωb and its effect on azimuthal velocity acceleration ∆V
b
θ , which will be also used in
mixing limit approximation in Section 5.
4.3.1. Secondary baroclinic vorticity model: ωb
Fig.18 shows the illustration of formation of bridge structure. Due to the bubble is
lighter than ambient air, velocity of shocked bubble u′2 is much faster than velocity
of shocked air u′1 from one-dimension shock dynamics. Vorticity will move at a speed
approximately of u′2 at the beginning. This leads to the acceleration of bridge structure
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Figure 18. Illustration of secondary baroclinic vorticity production by a velocity difference
model abstracted from the shocked light gas bubble and shocked heavy ambient air.
coming towards vortex with circulation Γ at speed of ∆U = u′2 − u′1 if in the coordinate
of vortex core as shown in the magnified frame in Fig.18. As discussed in passive scalar
SBI, the velocity profile at mixing region can be fitted as a point vortex. Thus, it is
appropriate to use the assumption that the Vθ is reciprocal to the distance to the main
vortex core r:
Vθ =
Γ
2pir
(4.8)
Thus, the acceleration of the bridge interface can be illustrated as:
dVθ
dt
=
dVθ
dr
× dr
dt
(4.9)
Due to that the density interface is approaching the main vortex core in the speed of the
∆U which is drdt = −∆U . The acceleration of the density discontinuity interface:
d~u/dt =
dVθ
dt
=
Γ∆U
2pir2
(4.10)
By assuming ∇ρ = dρdr , then the baroclinic vorticity production rate can be expressed as
by using equation.4.6:
ω˙b =
dωb
dt
=
1
ρ
d~u
dt
×∇ρ ≈ Γ∆U
2pir2dr
(4.11)
Here, r is the distance of the vortex core to the bridge structure as shown in Fig.18.
Then, the baroclinic voriticity production can be calculated as:
ω(x, t+ dt) = ω(x, t) + ω˙bdt⇒ ωb =
ˆ tb
0
ω˙bdt (4.12)
where tb is the first time of the bridge formation, which is also the time of the synchronous
growth of opposite sign vorticty at peak.
To complete the set of equations, the distance of bridge and main vortex r in Eq.4.11
should be model. Also in Fig.18, one can find that r is the function of time:
r(t) ≈ D −∆Ut (4.13)
Then the baroclinic vorticity growth Eq. 4.12 can be continued to be modeled by using
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Ma ∆U(m/s) tb(×10−5s) ∆Utb/D(-) ωbD2/Γ (-) Γb/Γ (-) k(-)
1.22 48.60 5.80 0.54 1.80 0.46 0.26
1.8 150.00 1.98 0.57 2.12 0.56 0.26
2.4 236.88 1.41 0.64 3.25 0.90 0.28
3 316.58 1.10 0.67 3.90 1.05 0.27
4 442.92 0.80 0.68 4.23 1.20 0.28
Table 5. ∆U = u′2 − u′1 obtained from one-dimensional shock dynamics. tb is the time at the
first maximum of baroclinic circulation growth referring to Fig.18. k = Γb/(ωbD
2) where ωb is
obtained from Eq.4.14.
equation 4.13:
ωb =
ˆ D−∆Utb
D
Γ∆U
2pir2dr
dt =
ˆ D−∆Utb
D
−3Γ∆U
2pidr3
(
− dr
∆U
)
=
ˆ D−∆Utb
D
3Γ
2pi
d
(
1
r2
)
=
3Γ
2pir2
∣∣∣∣D−∆Utb
D
=
3Γ
2pi
(
1
(D −∆Utb)2
− 1
D2
)
(4.14)
If using D2 as the characteristic area, then
Γb
Γ
∝ ωbD
2
Γ
=
3
2pi
(
1
(1−∆Utb/D)2
− 1
)
(4.15)
Here, tb, the time at peak of baroclinic circulation extracted from Fig.17(a) of different
shock Mach number is tabulated in Table.5. From the one-dimensionless shock dynamics,
we can theoretically know the velocity difference ∆U between the shocked bubble
upstream interface u′2 and the ambient air u
′
1, which is also tabulated in Table.5. We
can find the direct link between velocity difference ∆U and the tb:
∆Utb
D
= 0.54 ∼ 0.68 (4.16)
Fig.19 shows the baroclinic circulation under the scaling of ∆Utb/D. At approximately
∆Utb/D ≈ 0.6, peak of baroclinic circulation is obtained. Also, Γb/Γ can be chosen as
the peak value around ∆Utb/D = 0.6. By knowing value of tb, Eq.4.15 can be validated
in Table.5. The proportional relation between Γb and ωbD
2 is obvious.
4.3.2. Azimuthal velocity acceleration model: ∆V bθ
In this part, azimuthal velocity accelerated by SBV is modelled and validated. From
Eq.4.11, the baroclinic velocity acceleration can be described by:
ωb =
ˆ tb
0
ω˙bdt =
´ tb
0
Γ∆U/(2pir2)dt
dr
=
∂∆V bθ
∂r
(4.17)
Integrating the equation from initial time to the formation time of bridge structure:
∆V bθ =
ˆ tb
0
Γ∆U
2pi(D −∆Ut)2 dt
=
Γ
2pi
1
D −∆Ut
∣∣∣∣tb
0
=
Γ
2pi
(
1
D −∆Utb −
1
D
)
(4.18)
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Figure 19. Secondary baroclinic circulation of different shock Mach number. The time that
SBV enhanced stretching can be found at ∆UD/t ≈ 0.6.
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Figure 20. Validation of SBV enhanced stretching model of VD SBI at different shock Mach
number by comparing with results of PS SBI.
From Eq.4.5, total azimuthal velocity has the basic point vortex induced part Vθ:
V˜θ = Vθ +∆V
b
θ =
Γ
2pir
+
Γ
2pi
(
1
D −∆Utb −
1
D
)
(4.19)
where r is the distance from the center of vortex.
In order to validate Eq.4.19, Fig.20 shows azimuthal velocity of different shock Mach
number of both passive scalar SBI and variable density SBI. (The velocity of vortex Vv is
studied in Appendix.C.) Higher velocity of VD cases is shown for all Mach number, which
explains the faster mixing of VD cases than PS cases. In the region of high velocity of
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Ma Γ (m2/s) r(mm) Vθ(m/s) V˜θ(m/s)[Eq.4.19] V˜θ(m/s)[measure]
1.22 0.78 0.83 150.3 178.6 258.4
1.8 1.67 0.60 444.4 512.5 460.5
2.4 2.26 0.53 679.9 804.2 859.1
3 2.82 0.59 755.6 930.6 1240.9
4 3.69 0.53 1112.4 1354.0 1734.3
Table 6. Validation of baroclinic velocity acceleration model Eq.4.19. Data are obtained from
Fig.20.
VD case, value of distance to vortex center and local velocity is measured. Table.6 shows
velocity calculated from Eq.4.19 and measure from flow field. General trend of modelled
value is consistent with measured value. Moreover, for PS SBI, the modelled value Vθ in
Table.6 do not agree with measured ones in Fig.20. The reason may be explained as that
the moment captured in PS case is still early that a mature Lamb-Oseen type vortex
has not been formed. Also, in higher shock Mach number as Ma=4 PS case, Mach stem
structure may also change the azimuthal velocity which is not considered in the model.
In summary, this section reveals the additional stretching of SBV in VD cases, which
explains the faster mixing time. Considering vortex stirring, compression effect and
diffusion also shared by VD cases, the mixing time for variable density SBI can be
implicitly expressed by add baroclinic azimuthal velocity acceleration ∆V bθ :
tV Dm = f
(
Γ,D , r, η,∆V bθ (ωb)
)
(4.20)
Next section will further discuss the mixing time for both passive scalar SBI and variable
density SBI based on the mechanism revealed in this section and reduced order model of
baroclinic dynamics.
5. A new mixing time for VD SBI
In this section, mixing time for passive scalar and variable density SBI is theoretically
derived by a point vortex mixing model. The characteristic mixing time for PS SBI
considers the stirring of circulation, diffusion and compression effect, which coincides
with mixing time measured in Section 3. Then, by considering baroclinic azimuthal
acceleration, mixing time for VD SBI adds the inertial effect revealed in last section.
The general agreement is obtained from the theoretical value and measured one.
5.1. Characteristic mixing time for PS SBI
Under the vortical flow stretching velocity Vθ, Meunier & Villermaux (2003) theoreti-
cally derived the characteristic mixing time for passive scalar blob with length s0 and at
distance r away from vortex center stretched by vortical flows:
tPSm = tm = f(Γ,D , r) =
r2
Γ
(
3pi2
16
)1/3 (s0
r
)2/3(Γ
D
)1/3
(5.1)
When t/tm > 1, maximum concentration will below the initial concentration, i.e., Y < 1.
Also, tm displays the Pelect number Pe = Γ/D dependence. A similar Pe1/3 dependency
is also derived by a flame vortex interaction modelled by Marble (1985) and is used to
evaluate the mixing time in supersonic streamwise vortex by Waitz et al. (1997). In order
to agree with the physical characteristic of Eq.5.1, let r = R the radius of bubble and
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Figure 21. (a) Compression effect on initial mixing region; (b) Stretching of passive scalar
blob under the a standard point vortex (Meunier & Villermaux 2003); (c) Secondary baroclinic
vorticity accelerated stretching for mixing in variable density flows.
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Figure 22. Under time scale of t/tm where tm is expressed in Eq.5.1, mixing time from
passive scalar fails to predict the correct value in PS SBI at different shock Mach number.
s0 = 2r as shown in Fig.21(a). Fig.22 shows the time history of normalized maximum
concentration Y and scalar dissipation χ under the dimensionless scaling of t/tm. As
for Ma=1.22, at t/tm ≈ 1, the decrease of maximum concentration agrees well with
theoretical prediction. Similar trend is found in scalar dissipation χ as most of mixing
rate is high before t/tm < 1. However, it found that it can not scaling the mixing of
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Figure 23. By considering compression effect from shock on initial mixing region, mixing time
can be correctly predicted at time scale of t/t∗m ≈ 1 where t∗m is expressed in Eq.5.3.
passive scalar SBI of all Mach number, especially the cases of high Mach number. An
objective definition of mixing time is still lacking.
From Section 4.1, it is found that after shock, passive scalar bubble is compressed by
compression rate η. Thus, the amount of scalar left to be stirred by vortex is actually
suppressed by η. This finding can stimulate to revise the characteristic length s0 and
distance from vortex center r:
pir∗s∗0
2
= η
pirs0
2
⇒ r∗ = √ηr and s∗0 =
√
ηs0 (5.2)
After revising s∗0 and r
∗ in Eq.5.1, the mixing time of passive scalar that considers
compression can be expressed as:
tPSm = t
∗
m = f(Γ,D , r, η) =
ηr2
Γ
(
3pi2
16
)1/3(√
ηs0√
ηr
)2/3(
Γ
D
)1/3
(5.3)
It reveals the proportional relationship between mixing time of scalar and compression
rate. Fig.23 shows the Y and χ under the scaling of t/t∗m. At t/tm > 1, maximum
concentration begins to decrease and mixing rate tends to low level of diffusion controlled
mixing. General agreement between all Mach number PS SBI cases are obtained, which
validates that expect for vortical stretching, compression effect by initial impact of shock
is important for the time that mixing can sustain.
Table.7 gives intuitive values that are needed in calculating tm and t
∗
m. For all
Mach number, tm overestimates the mixing time for passive scalar SBI as discussed.
Interestingly, although t∗m is much nearer to measured values, it always underestimates
the mixing time especially for low Mach number. The reason is inferred as the cases that
set in this paper, i.e., passive scalar SBI are not actual vortex model. It takes some time
before PS SBI forms into a quasi-standard point vortex model, that explains the surplus
time in measured values than theoretical modelled ones.
5.2. Characteristic mixing time for VD SBI
If one uses the canonical mixing time of Eq.5.1, Fig.24 shows the time history of
two mixing indicators. Like in passive scalar SBI, the time scaling can not be built.
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Ma Γ (m2/s) κ(-) η(-) tm(µs) t
∗
m(µs) t
PS
m (µs)
1.22 0.78 1.4 0.771 335.3 258.6 292.2
1.8 1.67 1.1 0.489 219.0 107.1 128.3
2.4 2.26 1.0 0.373 184.7 69.0 74.1
3 2.82 1.0 0.308 159.4 49.1 53.1
4 3.69 1.0 0.265 133.2 35.3 39.5
Table 7. Comparison between theoretical mixing time from Eq.5.1, Eq.5.3 and measured value
referring to Table.4. Circulation, diffusivity coefficient (see Appendix.A) and compression rate
are also listed.
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Figure 24. Under the scaling of mixing time tm (Eq.5.1), VD SBI cases shows large
discrepancy for different shock Mach number.
Actually, in the field of shock bubble interaction, Jacobs (1992) firstly introduced this
kind of mixing time in shock light bubble interaction and concludes that mixing happens
between 0.10 < t/tm < 0.25 by setting r = D. Further study on shock heavy bubble by
Tomkins et al. (2008) shows the similar results with mixing happens at 0.20 < t/tm < 0.36
although degree of agreement is relatively weak. These two studies are both under the low
shock strength conditions. Interestingly, it can find that similar time range of Ma=1.22
that mixing happens in this paper is 0.20 < t/tm < 0.60 from Fig.24, which is close to
the value determined by Jacobs (1992) and Tomkins et al. (2008).
Fig.25 shows the Y and χ behavior under the scaling of t/t∗m. After shock compression
effect is considered, t∗m becomes close to the mixing time of variable density SBI. However,
t∗m of all Mach number overestimates the mixing time of VD SBI due to the faster mixing
time phenomena as illustrated in previous sections. Thus, one needs to develop the mixing
time approximation based on the acceleration of azimuthal velocity due to secondary
baroclinic vorticity production, which reflects the important effect of variable density on
mixing.
Starting from azimuthal velocity V˜θ of VD SBI. From Section 4, the light bubble moves
faster than the ambient air with a velocity acceleration ∆U , which is modelled by a blob
moving at the same speed toward a vortex as shown in Fig.21(c), is the main cause of
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Figure 25. t∗m (Eq.5.3) overestimated the mixing time in VD SBI.
SBV. Thus from Eq.4.19, the azimuthal velocity can be modelled as:
V˜θ =
Γ
2pir
+
ˆ t
0
V˙θdt =
Γ
2pir
+
Γ∆U
2pir2
t (5.4)
The most obvious difference between PS SBI and VD SBI is that azimuthal velocity not
only is the function of r but also with acceleration from SBV by time t as the second
term in Eq.5.4. As shown in Fig.21(c), a blob is stretched under this velocity V˜θ. The
turning angle θ˜ of this bubble at distance r from vortex center is (Meunier & Villermaux
2003; Marble 1985):
θ˜(r, t) =
ˆ t
0
V˜θ
r
dt = θ(r, t) +∆θb(r, t) =
Γt
2pir2
(
1 +
∆Ut
r
)
(5.5)
Comparing with PS SBI, ∆θb(r, t), nonlinear by time t, is added due to the SBV enhanced
stretching. Then the derivative of ∆θb(r, t) about distance r is:
dθ˜(r, t)
dr
=
Γt
pir3
(
1 +
3∆Ut
4r
)
(5.6)
Considering that the bubble at distance r has been stretched to the length:
dX˜ =
√
dr2 + (rdθ˜)2 = dr
√√√√1 + r2(dθ˜
dr
)2
(5.7)
Introduce the traverse or striation thickness s(t) proposed by Meunier & Villermaux
(2003). Due to the conservative of volume of bubble:
s˜(t) =
s0dr
dX˜
=
s0√
1 + Γ
2t2
pi2r4
(
1 + 3∆Ut4r
)2 (5.8)
In order to model the mixing of this bubble blob, advection-diffusion equation about
concentration Y is convenient to set on the coordinate in the frame of (O, x, y) as shown
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in Fig.21(c):
∂Y
∂t
+ U
∂Y
∂x
+ V
∂Y
∂y
= D
(
∂2Y
∂x2
+
∂2Y
∂y2
)
(5.9)
Then the local velocity can be described as (Villermaux 2019):
U =
dx
dt
=
dx
ds˜
ds˜
dt
= −x
s˜
ds˜
dt
and V =
dy
dt
=
dy
ds˜
ds˜
dt
=
y
s˜
ds˜
dt
(5.10)
and considering stretching along x direction is much larger than y direction, then local
ADE (Eq.5.9) turns to:
∂Y
∂t
+
y
s˜
ds˜
dt
∂Y
∂y
= D
∂2Y
∂y2
(5.11)
Using the canonical Ranz transformation (see Ranz (1979)):
ξ =
y
s˜(t)
and τ(r) =
ˆ t
0
Ddt′
s˜(t′)2
(5.12)
then, Eq.5.11 transforms to simple diffusion equation:
∂Y
∂τ
=
∂2Y
∂ξ2
(5.13)
The initial conditions at τ = 0 are:{
Y = Ymax for |ξ| < 1/2,
Y = 0 for |ξ| < 1/2. (5.14)
Then the concentration at radial position in the frame of vortex will diffusion as following
solution (Socolofsky & Jirka 2005):
Y (ξ, τ) =
Ymax
2
[
erf
(
ξ + 1/2
2
√
τ
)
− erf
(
ξ − 1/2
2
√
τ
)]
(5.15)
The maximum concentration that is mixed can be regarded as the concentration at
centerline:
Y (r = R, t) = Ymaxerf
(
1
4
√
τ
)
(5.16)
The mixing time for Y (r = R, t) of VD SBI is at τ = O(1):
Dt
s20
+
DΓ 2t3
3pi2r4s20
+
3DΓ 2∆Ut4
16pi2r5s20
>
1
16
(5.17)
Under the order analysis of magnitude (see Appendix.D), the first two part can be
ignored, thus mixing time for variable density SBI:
tV Dm = t˜m =
r2
Γ
(
pi2
3
)1/4 (s0
r
)1/2(Γ
D
)1/4(
Γ
∆Ur
)1/4
(5.18)
Here, one can find for variable density cases, mixing time shows the dependency of Pe1/4
and (Γ/∆Ur)1/4. The second term can be regarded as the inertial density effect on
stretching of lighter bubble under the same condition of a vortical flow. That Lighter
fluids responds faster to acceleration is also reviewed by Livescu (2020). Here, one can
infer that this inertial density effect originated from the difference of acceleration between
shocked light gas and shocked heavy air has the same influence of 1/4 scaling as Pelect
number in variable density mixing. This faster respond in light gas bubble is the secondary
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Figure 26. Mixing time t˜m (Eq.5.18) only considering baroclinic inertial enhanced stretching
fails to predict the correct scaling.
baroclinic vorticity that accelerates local stretching speed, as revealed in Section 4. This
shows the intrinsic coupling between mixing and flow structure in variable density flows.
Fig.26 shows the maximum mass fraction Y and scalar dissipation χ under the scaling
of t/t˜m. Similar to passive scalar mixing, although inertial velocity difference from
variable density mixing has been considered, t˜m overestimated the mixing time for cases
from different shock Mach number as tabulated in Table.8. Thus, compression effect is
also need to be taken into account in Eq.5.18.
Considering compression effect as the same way in passive scalar SBI, by using Eq.5.2
to revise the bubble length and distance from vortex center, Eq.5.18 is further derived
as:
tV Dm = t˜
∗
m =
η7/8r2
Γ
(
pi2
3
)1/4 (s0
r
)1/2(Γ
D
)1/4(
Γ
∆Ur
)1/4
(5.19)
where r = R and s0 = 2r. Under the scaling of t/t˜
∗
m, Fig.27 shows that t˜
∗
m well predicts
the mixing time for variable density SBI for all Mach number. When t/t˜∗m > 1, maximum
mass fraction begin to decrease and scalar dissipation enters the vortical diffusion stage.
Table.8 illustrates the value from theoretical model and measured from Fig.12. The fast
mixing decay of VD mixing is predicted by comparing values of tm and t˜m, also by
values of t∗m and t˜
∗
m. Variable density cases have generally shorter mixing time than
passive scalar cases.
5.3. Short summary
In this section, the scaling law of passive scalar SBI and variable density SBI is
studied. By considering compression rate η, the canonical mixing time theory of Pelect
number Pe can be applied for passive scalar SBI. Further taking stretch enhanced by
SBV acceleration into account, variable density inertial effect represented by Γ/∆UR are
modelled. In order to compare scaling of passive scalar and variable density, Fig.28 shows
the relationship of three dimensionless number with mixing time t. For Pe − t relation,
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Figure 27. By combining the baroclinic inertial enhanced stretching model and compression
effect, satisfactory results of mixing time t˜∗m (Eq.5.19) can be found in VD SBI in general.
Ma κ(-) tm(µs) t
∗
m(µs) t˜m(µs) t˜
∗
m(µs) t
VD
m (µs)
1.22 1.4 335.3 258.6 244.7 194.9 184.1
1.8 1.2 212.7 104.0 131.2 70.2 72.1
2.4 1.1 179.0 66.8 102.8 43.4 40.3
3 1.0 159.4 49.1 87.7 31.3 30.7
4 1.0 133.2 35.3 70.5 22.1 22.2
Table 8. Comparison between theoretical mixing time of tm, t
∗
m, t˜m, t˜
∗
m and measured value
referring to Table.4. Circulation, diffusivity coefficient (see Appendix.A) are also listed.
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Figure 28. Scaling of mixing time of PS SBI and mixing time of VD SBI under three
dimensionless controlling parameters.
t is defined as:
t =
{
ΓtPSm /(ηR
2) for PS SBI,
Γ tV Dm /(η
7/8R2) (Γ/(∆UR))
−1/4
for VD SBI.
(5.20)
As shown Fig.28(a), Pe1/3 scaling is obvious for passive scalar bubble which satisfies
the scaling law proposed by Meunier & Villermaux (2003) and Marble (1985). However,
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Γ (m2/s) D(×10−6m2/s) ν(×10−6m2/s) Re(-) Sc(-) Pe(-) t˜∗m(µs) tm(µs)
Ma=1.22 0.781
99.4 49.7 15714 0.5 7857 194.9 184.1
497 49.7 15714 0.1 1571 130.3 113.6
497 248.5 3142 0.5 1571 130.3 118.2
Ma=2.4 2.26
78.1 39.05 57874 0.5 28937 43.4 40.3
390.5 39.05 57874 0.1 5787 29.0 27.2
390.5 195.25 11574 0.5 5787 29.0 27.7
Ma=4 3.69
71 35.5 103943 0.5 51972 22.1 22.2
355 35.5 103943 0.1 10394 14.7 14.4
355 177.5 20788 0.5 10394 14.7 14.4
Table 9. Effect of Re number and Sc number on mixing time. Theoretical mixing time of
Eq.5.19 and measured value tm from Fig.30 at Y = 0.97 is compared.
in variable density cases, Pe1/4 is dominating the overall range of mixing time, which
means Pe is less important in VD case than in PS case. Next, compression rate scaling
are concluded. For η − t relation, t is defined as:
t =
{
ΓtPSm /R
2(Γ/D)−1/3 for PS SBI,
Γ tV Dm /R
2(Γ/D)−1/4(Γ/(∆UR))−1/4 for VD SBI.
(5.21)
Compression rate for both PS SBI and VD SBI shows nearly linear relation with mixing
time in Fig.28(b). Finally, due to the inertial density effect from SBV acceleration, a new
dimensionless number Γ/(∆UR) is derived. For Γ/(∆UR)− t relation, t is defined as:
t =
ΓtV Dm
η7/8R2
(
Γ
D
)− 14
(5.22)
From Fig.28(c), 1/4 scaling of Γ/(∆UR) is shown, which means the inertial effect has the
same level influence of Pelect number in variable density effects. The physical meaning of
this number can be regarded as the competition between stretching of main circulation
and of acceleration from secondary baroclinic vorticity. When ∆U is small i.e., Γ/(∆UR)
is large, Eq.5.17 shows that the scaling of variable density mixing can be degenerate to
pure passive scalar diffusion mixing and mixing time in VD SBI comes near to mixing
time of passive scalar SBI. Moreover, in view of intrinsic coupling between flow structures
and mixing process, the faster mixing time of light gas found in this paper may offers
the evidence for more entrainment phenomena in canonical VD shear flows (Dimotakis
1986; Soteriou & Ghoniem 1995) and mixing asymmetric behavior in RT flows (Aslangil
et al. 2020a).
6. Discussion on mixing time of VD SBI
From last section, three important factors that effects mixing time are compression
effect by η, competition between stirring and diffusion by Pe and competition between
main vortical stirring and SBV enhanced stretching by Γ/(∆UR). Here, this section will
further discuss the influence of Re number and Sc number on mixing time. Also, mixing
behavior is also shown under simulation considering turbulence.
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Figure 29. (a) Ma=1.22 at t = 134.4µs where (a1) is baseline case of Pe0, Re0, Sc0; (a2) is case
of 1/5Pe0, Re0, 1/5Sc0; (a3) is case of 1/5Pe0, 1/5Re0, Sc0. (b) Ma=2.4 at t = 27.6µs where
(b1) is baseline case of Pe0, Re0, Sc0; (b2) is case of 1/5Pe0, Re0, 1/5Sc0; (b3) is case of 1/5Pe0,
1/5Re0, Sc0. (c) Ma=4 at t = 15.2µs where (c1) is baseline case of Pe0, Re0, Sc0; (c2) is case of
1/5Pe0, Re0, 1/5Sc0; (c3) is case of 1/5Pe0, 1/5Re0, Sc0.
6.1. Effect of Re number and Sc number on mixing time
Effect of Pe number in Eq.5.19 is further studied. Pelect number can be further
decomposition into the product of Reynolds number Re and Schmidt number Sc (Buch
& Dahm 1996):
Pe =
Γ
D
=
Γ
ν
ν
D
= Re× Sc (6.1)
where ν = µ/ρ is dynamics viscosity of flow. Based on the original cases of Ma=1.22, 2.4
and 4, we change Re and Sc respectively as tabulated in Table.9. For each Ma number
cases, Pe is decreased to 1/5Pe by altering Re to 1/5Re or by altering Sc to 1/5Sc.
Fig.29 shows the mass fraction contour and vorticity contour for different Ma number
cases and different Pe number cases.The figures are picked at the moment near mixing
time of 1/5Pe i.e., Y = 0.97. Similar pattern of different shock Mach number is obtained:
a main vortex with the trailing lobe. The maximum mass fraction occurs mainly in the
lobe. Also, compression effect are obvious from the comparison between different shock
Mach number for smaller mixing region in high shock Mach number and vice versa.
By comparing first column and second column (e.g. Fig.29(a1) and (a2)), Sc effect is
obvious. Taking Ma=1.22 as an example, it can find that the maximum vorticity at the
center of vortex is nearly the same vorticity contour of Fig.29(a1) of Sc = 0.5 and (a2)
of Sc = 0.1 due to the same Re number. However, because of Sc number is different of
this two cases, diffusivity is large in Fig.29(a2) than (a1), which makes the maximum
concentration of lobe begin to decrease much earlier than high Sc number case. By
comparing first column and third column (e.g. Fig.29(a1) and (a3)), Re effect is shown
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Figure 30. Re number effect and Sc number effect on maximum concentration decay and
scalar dissipation in VD SBI with different shock Mach number.
from the diffusion of vorticity in the center of vortex by high viscosity in low Re case.
Interestingly, for higher Mach number, i.e., higher Re number, the smearing of vorticity
at vortex center become less apparent by comparing Fig.29(b3) and (b1). Although Sc
is the same of Fig.29(a1) and (a3), diffusivity of concentration is also increased due to
the higher viscosity. Thus, mass fraction behaves the similar pattern as the Fig.29(a2).
By comparing second column and third column of Fig.29, it can find that altering Sc
number has nearly the same effect on mixing as altering Re number as shown in the
mass fraction contour, that shows the Pe number which is the combination of Re and
Sc reflects the mixing process as revealed in Eq.5.19.
Fig.30 further shows the mixing time of different cases of Table.9. From time history of
maximum mass fraction Y , higher Pe decreases the mixing time tm as expected. For the
same Pe of different Sc number and Re number, mixing time is almost same except that
mixing time of 1/5Re is slightly earlier arrived than 1/5Sc due to the 1/5Re number also
changes the flow structure by altering not only D but also ν. mixing time t˜∗m predicted by
Eq.5.19 are also listed in Table.9. Generally agreement is achieved between theoretical
prediction and measured ones. For scalar dissipation rate χ, higher diffusivity smears
the gradient of mass fraction, which decreases value of χ for all cases. However, scalar
dissipation rate is influenced more seriously in low shock Mach number than in high shock
Mach number by comparing Fig.30(a) and Fig.30(c). This phenomenon can be explained
by the longer diffusion time for the edge of bubble before mixing time is achieved in low
shock Mach number, that smears the gradient of bubble more fiercely.
In short summary, for the range of this study (i.e., Re ≈ 3000 ∼ 10 × 104 and
Pe ≈ 1500 ∼ 5 × 104), the variable density mixing follows the inertial effect induced
by secondary baroclinic vorticity production. Whether the relation of inertial effect in
even lower Re number such as studied by Wang et al. (2018) (also by Zhang et al. (2019)
and Liu et al. (2020b)) needs further study. Also it is worthy to note that Re number
in present study is actually high enough (> 105) that turbulence transition may happen
(Dimotakis 2000). Thus the turbulence effect is modelled in next section to reveal its
effect on mixing time.
6.2. Effect of turbulence on mixing time
In order to study the turbulence effect on mixing time, here we investigates the VD
mixing by considering the turbulence model. The governing equations of Large eddy
simulation are as follows:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρu˜i)
∂xi
= 0 (6.2)
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Figure 31. Effect of turbulence on mixing time by showing the isoline of mass fraction.
∂(ρu˜i)
∂t
+
∂(ρu˜iu˜j)
∂xj
=
∂ (σ˜ij − τ˜ij)
∂xj
− ∂p˜
∂xi
(6.3)
∂(ρE˜)
∂t
+
∂(ρu˜iH˜)
∂xi
=
∂ (u˜j (σ˜ij − τ˜ij))
∂xi
− ∂(q˜i + Q˜i)
∂xi
(6.4)
∂(ρY˜s)
∂t
+
∂(ρu˜iY˜s)
∂xi
=
∂
∂xi
(
ρD
∂Y˜s
∂xi
− b˜is
)
s = 1, 2, · · · , NS − 1 (6.5)
where (·) is Reynolds averaging and (˜·) is the Favre filtered averaging. All variables are
decomposed to resolved and unresolved (subgrid) parts by spatial filters that f = f˜ + f ′
where f˜ = ρf/ρ. Also in above equations, σ˜ij = µ[∂u˜i/∂xj + ∂u˜j/∂xi − 2/3δij∂u˜k/∂xk]
is the viscous stress tensor, τ˜ij ≡ ρu˜iuj − ρu˜iu˜j is the subgrid scale stress tensor (SGS),
q˜i = −λ∂T˜ /∂xi is the heat flux, Q˜i ≡ ρu˜iH − ρu˜iH˜ is the subgrid heat flux and b˜is ≡
ρu˜iYs − ρu˜iY˜s is subgrid diffusion term (Sabelnikov & Fureby 2013).
For the compressible flows and under Boussinesq hypothesis (Hinze 1975), the subgrid
scale stress tensor can be modelled as τ˜ij = −2µt(S˜ij − 1/3S˜kkδij), where S˜ij =
1/2(∂u˜i/∂xj + ∂u˜j/∂xi) is strain rate tensor and µt is turbulent eddy-viscosity. Subgrid
heat flux can be modelled as Q˜i = −λt∂T˜ /∂xi, where λt = µtCp/Prt is turbulent heat
conductivity and Prt = 0.9 is turbulent Prantl number. Subgrid diffusion flux can be
modelled as b˜is = −ρDt∂Y˜s/∂xi, where Dt = µt/(ρSct) is turbulent diffusivity and
Sct = 0.5 is the turbulent Schmidt number. In this paper, Smagorinsky-Lilly model
is applied for subgrid scale turbulent eddy-viscosity modelling (Smagorinsky 1963):
µt = ρL
2
s|S˜|, where Ls is the mixing length for subgrid scale and |S˜| ≡
√
2S˜ijS˜ij . The
mixing length Ls is computed using Ls = Cs∆, where ∆ is local grid scale estimating by
∆ = V 1/3 = ∆x and Cs is Smagorinsky constant chosen as 0.1 (Liu et al. 2020a). Time
marching, discretion of convection term and viscous term are dealt with the same way
as introduced in Section 2.2.
The grid resolution is a key factor of defining the subrange mixing in RMI (Tritschler
et al. 2013). Following Moin & Mahesh (1998), the smallest resolved length scale of
the simulation can be more than one order of magnitude larger than the Kolmogorov
scale λK ∼ δRe−3/4, where δ is the characteristic length scale taken as diameter of the
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Figure 32. Comparison of effective diffusivity De (see Eq.6.6) and decay of maximum
concentration between laminar and turbulent cases for VD SBI with different shock Mach
number.
unshocked bubble D = 5.2mm. In this paper, the maxium Reynolds number of all cases
is near Re = 105 from Table.9, which gives λK ∼ 1µm. Additionally, the inner viscous
scales are larger (Dimotakis 2000), with λν ≈ 50λK ∼ 50µm and the scalar diffusion
scale λD ≈ λνSc−1/2 where the Schmidt number is 0.5, which suggests λD ∼ 65µm. Grid
dependence on circulation is also studied and the results in turbulent cases are similar
as in the laminar cases. In this simulation, the computational spacing ∆x = ∆y = 25µm
is also considered, which is sufficient for detecting the well-resolved subgrid turbulent
mixing process.
Comparison between mass fraction iso-line of turbulent case and laminar case is shown
in Fig.31. Similar results are obtained in both laminar and turbulent in general. One
slight differences can be found that spiral structure of vortex is more evident in laminar
case as shown in Ma=1.22 case. Another differences is that the smaller structure is
shown in laminar cases because of larger diffusivity in turbulent cases. In order to
quantify the effect of turbulent on mixing time, normalized maxium mass fraction Y
and effective diffusivity De of different shock Mach number is drawn in Fig.32, where
effective diffusivity of turbulent cases are calculated as:
De =
´
(D +Dt)∇Y · ∇Y dV´ ∇Y · ∇Y dV (6.6)
Diffusivity of turbulent cases are always larger than laminar cases due to the non-zero
turbulent term. For larger Re number, i.e., higher shock Mach number, turbulent effect
is more obvious such as in Fig.32(c). As for Y , nearly the same results are obtained in
both laminar and turbulent cases.
In short summary, turbulent effect on diffusivity is more obvious in high Re number
cases such as in Ma=4, which slightly changes Pe to Pet = Γ/(D +Dt). However, little
difference is found in laminar and turbulent cases in the range of this study. As we
can note that in Eq.5.19, mixing time has the −1/4 scaling dependence on diffusivity
D , diffusivity shows limited non-linear influence on mixing enhancement. Thus, it is
reasonable to revise Pe to Pet in Eq.5.19 if turbulent effect are strong, the idea of which
is also applied by Waitz et al. (1997) in extending the laminar model of mixing behavior
to turbulent one in the lobed mixer. This will be the focus in the further study.
7. Modulating inertial density effect by density gradient stratification
Inertial density effect comes from the velocity difference ∆U between the shocked
bubble u′2 and the shocked air u
′
1. This velocity difference leads to secondary baroclinic
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Figure 33. (a) Initial condition for density gradient stratification case with shock Mach number
2.4; (b) Four specific moments that show mass fraction (up) and vorticity (down), specifically
t = 13.2µs (b1), 27.6µs (b2), 42µs (b3), 69.6µs (b4); (c) Scalar dissipation rate that shows the
delay of mixing time in density gradient stratification case denoted as VD mod.
velocity acceleration that enhances stretching of bridge structure and faster decay of
maximum concentration. Here, a density gradient stratification strategy is proposed to
modulating the effect of ∆U that influences the mixing time.
Before conveying this study, we can find that nonuniform initial density distribution
has long been a focus in RM research, mainly aiming at understanding the non-uniformity
of density of the ambient air from shock tube experiment (Bai et al. 2010). Further study
was conducted to shock bubble interaction in a non-uniform density of ambient air by
Zhu et al. (2020). On the other hand, asymmetric initial density distribution has the
obvious influence on evolution of variable density turbulence as studied by Aslangil et al.
(2020b). Recently, strong non-uniform density distribution is set by front- and rear-facing
triangles bubble with heavy and light gas to investigate the shock wave pattern under
this extreme conditions (Igra & Igra 2020). Here, we show that besides these influences
from various initial density distribution, a density gradient stratification can modulate
the mixing process and mixing time as analyzed in this paper.
The core idea is modulating the secondary baroclinic vorticity production that
enhances bubble stretching. As shown in Fig.33(a), density gradient stratification is
achieved by a linear distribution of mass fraction of Helium different from a pure Helium
bubble. Inside bubble boarder, density at upstream of bubble is near density of air and
rear side of bubble is pure Helium. This distribution of mass fraction and density makes
the velocity of upstream edge after shock of Ma=2.4 is similar to one of downstream
edge of bubble, with nearly post-shock ambient air velocity u′1. The density gradient
along the bubble still exists that makes the main baroclinic circulation at magnitude of
1.56 deposited at the edge of bubble which is much smaller than the origin pure Helium
bubble with circulation of 2.26 due to density gradient is stronger in origin case. As
shown in Fig.33(b), bridge structure exists for a long time and SBV of bridge structure
which occurs in a standard SBI geometry disappears. However, SBV still happens at
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the stirring process of vortex at later time from Fig.33(b2). After this SBV acceleration
stretching process, mixing rate begin to decrease to a low level of stretching.
In order to quantify whether density gradient stratification delays the mixing time,
scalar dissipation rate is chosen to be compared between original variable density, passive
scalar and modified density stratification under the scaling of t∗m from Eq.5.3. After
calculation, compression rate η = 0.366, circulation Γ = 1.56m2/s, diffusion coefficient
D ≈ 53 × 10−6m2/s and effective radius R = 2.21mm (obtained from an equivalent
bubble radius by the same amount of Helium) are needed to calculate t∗m ≈ 68.8µs
which is close to t∗m of origin pure bubble case at value of 66.8µs. From Fig.33(c), it can
find that density stratification case delays the decrease of mixing rate of pure VD SBI
case although strong SBV shows at a later time that enhances stretching and decreases
mixing rate. Low level of mixing rate becomes a plateau at late time and sustains to
nearly t/t∗m ≈ 1. This case shows that modulating inertial density effect by designing
the density gradient is effective. Further study needs to be done on the distribution
function of density gradient that enhances or defers inertial density effect in variable
density mixing.
8. Conclusions
Spurring from the demands of mixing time estimation in scramjet combustor, shock
bubble interaction is chosen as the typical problem to study the effect of unsteady
streamwise vortex on mixing enhancement. Different shock Mach number from 1.22 to 4
is set to interact with He cylindrical bubble for both variable density and passive scalar
cases.
It is interesting to find that the mixing of maximum concentration of mass fraction
decays much faster in variable density shock bubble interaction than in passive scalar
shock bubble interaction. This leads to a shorter mixing time for VD cases than PS cases
in all shock Mach number. Further investigating on the azimuthal velocity which is the
stretching source to decay concentration, PS SBI demonstrates the standard Lamb-Oseen
type velocity distribution, while an obvious local acceleration in VD SBI is found. This
local acceleration comes from the secondary baroclinic voriticity production, which also
explains the local mixing rate, or say scalar dissipation, increase by additional baroclinic
stretching. Through the origin of secondary baroclinic production, a baroclinic inertial
model is proposed, which assumes that shock bubble moves in a faster velocity of ∆U
than ambient air after shock passage. It is the velocity difference ∆U that yields the
secondary baroclinic vorticity and local enhanced stretching.
As for mixing time estimation for passive scalar bubble, model proposed by Meunier &
Villermaux (2003) is modified to consider the inevitable compression effect from shock. It
shows relatively well prediction after revision that when t = t∗m, maximum concentration
begins to fade away and scalar dissipation transits into the low-level of mixing. This
mixing time t∗m shows the scaling dependence on Pe number and compression rate as
t∗m ∼ η1Pe1/3. This theoretical estimation fails to predict the mixing time of VD SBI due
to the intrinsic enhanced stretching from secondary baroclinic vorticity as analyzed. By
considering the baroclinic inertial enhanced stretching as well as the compression effect
on initial mixing region, we have proposed a theoretical estimation for mixing time t˜∗m
of variable density SBI. As for the cases studied in present paper, mixing time t˜∗m seems
valid and shows the dependence on Pe number, compression rate and a dimensionless
number revealing the underlying inertial density effect as t˜∗m ∼ η8/7Pe1/4 (Γ/(∆UD))1/4.
Furthermore, the mixing time predicts well in different Pe number and Re number.
Turbulence effect on theoretical mixing time is also investigate, which shows the limited
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Figure 34. Effective diffusivity coefficient κ in PS cases and VD cases with different shock
Mach number.
influence on the cases concerned in present paper. Based on the influence of baroclinic
vorticity on mixing time, we discussed and raised a density gradient stratification bubble
to modulate enhanced stretching and thus mixing time. The phenomena of baroclinic
vorticity enhanced stretching mechanism in variable density flows may pave the new
way on estimating the mixing behavior in mixing enhancement from real supersonic
streamwise vortex.
Appendix A. The approximation of diffusivity of PS and VD SBI
The initial conditions introduced in Section 2.4 for passive scalar bubble meets the
requirement that the density of bubble ρPS is nearly the same as ambient air ρair.
However, due to the fact that diffusivity of PS caseDPS = ν/Sc = µPS/(ρPSSc) becomes
smaller, Pelect number of PS case, Pe = Γ/D , is larger than the one of VD case and
Reynolds number Re = Γ/ν becomes smaller. From calculation, we find that ρPS ≈ 4ρHe
in all shock Mach number. Thus, viscosity µPS in PS case is set 4µ to satisfyDPS ≈ DV D.
This makes Pe, Re, Sc and Pr equal in PS case and VD case. This appendix introduces
the estimation of effective diffusivity De and validates the requirement of equal diffusivity
in PS and VD cases. Because scalar dissipation χ is the mixing indicator, it is reasonable
to evaluate diffusivity on this parameter. Firstly, we introduce κ(t) as:
κ(t) =
´
D∇Y · ∇Y dV
Dm
´ ∇Y · ∇Y dV (A 1)
where Dm = 71 × 10−6m2/s is the standard diffusivity of Helium in air at standard
environment of atmosphere (Wasik & McCulloh 1969). Fig.34 shows the time history of
κ(t) of passive scalar SBI and variable density SBI. It can find that before shock impact
influence becomes small, diffusivity keeps in a high value due to the pre-shock diffusivity
is larger due to smaller density. Then diffusivity begin to decrease to a steady value of
different shock Mach number in general. Thus, in order to determine a diffusivity during
the mixing process of SBI, which is needed in the modelling of mixing time in Eq.5.1, a
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time averaging κ is defined:
κ =
ˆ t˜∗m
tsh
κ(t)dt⇒ De = κDm (A 2)
where tsh is the time at the moment that shock compression is finished, which means that
compression rate is steady in Fig.7(b). Effective diffusivity De is then obtained. Different
values of κ in PS and VD SBI is tabulated in Table.7 and 8, which validates the nearly
equal diffusivity in the same Mach number case.
Appendix B. Degeneration of species transport equation
Species transport equation for arbitrary species follows the Fickian’s law of diffusion
which can be expressed as:
∂(ρYs)
∂t
+
∂(ρujYs)
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
ρD
∂Ys
∂xj
)
(B 1)
When assuming the constant diffusion, it can be further derived as:
Y
(
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρuj)
∂xj
)
+ ρ
(
∂Ys
∂t
+ uj
∂Ys
∂xj
−D ∂
2Ys
∂x2j
)
= D
∂Ys
∂xj
· ∂ρ
∂xj
(B 2)
Due to the conservation of mass, the first parenthesis is zero, then we obtain:
∂Ys
∂t
+ uj
∂Ys
∂xj
−D ∂
2Ys
∂x2j
=
D
ρ
(
∂Ys
∂xj
· ∂ρ
∂xj
)
(B 3)
Thus, when density gradient ∇ρ is negligible, the species equation can be degenerated
to standard advection-diffusion equation.
Also it can be noted that when light gas is considered, density gradient and mass
fraction gradient is reversed to each other, which makes the right term in Eq.B 3 strictly
negative. In that case, the mass fraction will be dissipated in a faster pattern by the
additional right term in variable density flows than in passive scalar mixing. This is
another evidence for the faster decay of maximum mass fraction observed in Section.3.
Appendix C. The approximation model of vortex velocity
In Section 4.3, velocity of vortex Vv of both passive scalar and variable density case is
needed to set the local coordinate on the vortex center. The center of vortex is recorded
as the position of peak vorticity:
xv ≡ x |ω=ωpeak (C 1)
Fig.35 shows the position of xv of different shock Mach number. Linear fit is applied
in estimation of vortex velocity. Higher shock Mach number leads to the faster motion
of vortex as expected. For all cases, the velocity of passive scalar vortex and variable
density vortex are similar at one Mach number.
Appendix D. Order of magnitude analysis on the theoretical value of
Eq.5.17
In this appendix, we will discuss on the order of magnitude analysis on Eq.5.17 and
the error of exact solution and theoretical modelled solution. If compression effect is not
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Figure 35. Time history of vortex center position to obtain translational velocity of vortex.
Linear fit are plotted as solid lines for both VD (black) and PS cases (red).
t˜m[Eq.5.18] t˜m[Exact] δ˜% t˜
∗
m[Eq.5.19] t˜
∗
m[Exact] δ˜
∗%
Ma=1.22 244.72 223.20 -9.64 194.92 176.31 -10.55
Ma=1.8 131.22 123.94 -5.88 70.17 65.23 -7.58
Ma=2.4 102.84 98.17 -4.76 43.39 40.64 -6.77
Ma=3 87.69 84.18 -4.17 31.29 29.42 -6.38
Ma=4 70.49 67.96 -3.71 22.05 20.80 -6.00
Ma=1.22(1/5Pe) 163.66 142.49 -14.86 130.35 112.19 -16.19
Ma=2.4(1/5Pe) 68.77 64.11 -7.27 29.02 26.32 -10.24
Ma=4(1/5Pe) 47.14 44.62 -5.64 14.75 13.53 -9.01
Table 10. Order of magnitude analysis on theoretical value of Eq.5.18 and Eq.5.19 comparing
the exact solution of Eq.D 1 and Eq.D 2.
considered, one obtains the mixing time of variable density t˜m that satisfies:
D t˜m
s20
+
DΓ 2(t˜m)3
3pi2r4s20
+
3DΓ 2∆U(t˜m)4
16pi2r5s20
=
1
16
(D 1)
By taking compression effect into account through Eq.5.2, the mixing time of variable
density t˜∗m needs to satisfy:
D t˜∗m
(
√
ηs0)2
+
DΓ 2(t˜∗m)
3
3pi2(
√
ηr)4(
√
ηs0)2
+
3DΓ 2∆U(t˜∗m)
4
16pi2(
√
ηr)5(
√
ηs0)2
=
1
16
(D 2)
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Table.10 shows the exact value by calculating Eq.D 1 and Eq.D 2. General agreement
between theoretical value modelled by Eq.5.18 (Eq.5.19) and exact value is obtained.
However, for Ma=1.22 (1/5Pe) case, the error is up to around 15%. Here, let us analysis
on the order of different terms in Eq.D 1 and Eq.D 2. When the second term is divided by
the first term, one obtains Γ 2(t˜m)
2/(3pi2r4) 1 for Eq.D 1 and Γ 2(t˜∗m)2/(3pi2η2r4) 1
for Eq.D 2. This means that stretching by vortical flows is much larger than pure diffusion.
Then the third term is divided by the second terms leading to 9∆Ut˜m/(16r) = 1.5 ∼ 6.5
for Eq.D 1 and 9∆Ut˜∗m/(16
√
ηr) = 1.3 ∼ 3.8 for Eq.D 2. Although the second term may
be the same order of third term, the third term is always taking the leading role and
theoretical modelled value is acceptable for mixing time estimation.
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